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Aproposed change designed to close a major
loophole in the National Practitioner Data Bank

(NPDB) reporting requirements could increase liti-
gation, raise health care costs, and turn malprac-
tice insurers into fraud investigators, some physi-
cian groups claim.

The loophole in question governs who gets
named in malpractice lawsuits and subsequently
reported to the NPDB, which is maintained by the
Health Resources and Services Administration
(HRSA), a division of the Department of Health
and Human Services. (HRSA also will oversee the
controversial new fraud database, the Healthcare
Integrity and Protection Data Bank. See
Physician’s Compliance Hotline , March 1 ).

Established nine years ago, the NPDB has
long been a lightning rod for criticism by physi-
cians, many of whom have argued it should be
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New regs could implicate innocent physicians

dismantled. Mandated by Congress in the mid-
1980s, the NPDB was supposed to make it easier
for peer review and credentialing organizations to
keep track of incompetent physicians who move
from state to state seeking to cover up a shoddy
record of performance. About 75% of the records
in the data bank concern malpractice settlements
and judgements, and about 19,000 new reports
are filed with the data bank each year.

Compliance plan guards
against fraud and abuse
By Rita A. Scichilone, MHSA, RRA, CCS
Professional Management Midwest
Omaha, NE

If your physician practice doesn’t have a written
compliance plan in place for adhering to

Medicare and Medicaid regulations, take note: All
it takes to incur a multimillion-dollar fine is to be
found guilty of a False Claims Act violation affect-
ing a few hundred patients. Indeed, providers
found guilty of a Medicare violation may be sub-
ject to criminal fines, civil damages and forfei-
tures, civil monetary penalties, or exclusion from
the Medicare program.

There are standard elements recommended for
all compliance plans. Of course, each plan will be
customized to fit each practice. Because of the
complexity of current regulations, it is recom-
mended that physicians get legal counsel to
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Medicare overpayments 
can raise fraud concerns

It should come as no surprise that you can wind
up in hot water with federal fraud investigators

even if you’ve done nothing deliberately wrong.
Yet there are things you can do to guard yourself
and your practice against unwanted attention
when you discover the Medicare reimbursement
you filed for was too high and the claim has
already been paid. 

By law, physicians face criminal charges if
they receive a Medicare payment they know they
are not entitled to and don’t return it. Yet, while
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The problem, say government administrators, is
that many physicians have successfully avoided
being listed in the data bank because of a “corpo-
rate shield” loophole in the original NPDB regula-
tion. Basically, federal officials claim, physicians
are frequently dismissed as defendants from mal-
practice lawsuits as a condition of settlement.
Instead, the only named party is the organization
— the practice group, health maintenance organi-
zation, or other entity. So the individual physicians
whose actions triggered the malpractice suit in the
first place get off with their reputation unsullied
and no NPDB files taking note of their track
record.

“All we’re trying to do [with the rule change] is
make it easier to identify the appropriate practition-
er,” says Thomas C. Croft , director of the Bureau
of Health Professions division of quality assurance,
the arm of the HRSA that administers the data
bank.

Croft stresses that forcing entities to report the
specific physicians involved in a malpractice case
is fairer to smaller, self-insured practitioners. “Many
practitioners have their own individual malpractice
insurance policy,” he says. “If a payment gets
made out of that policy, the insurer has little
recourse but to report [the individual provider]. But
if the payment is made out of a policy that insures
a group practice, or insures a network or an HMO,
then that presents an opportunity to use this kind of
corporate shield.”

Lawrence Smarr , president of the Rockville,
MD-based Physician Insurers Association of
America (PIAA), agrees that “evasion of the report-
ing requirement” is wrong but complains that
HRSA’s proposed remedy would “replace judicial
resolution with investigation by the insurer, thereby
increasing liability costs and health care costs in
general.” Smarr also argues that the rule change

Reporting requirements
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would create an adversarial relationship between
providers and their liability insurer.

“[The rule] turns insurers into investigators,
policemen, judges and juries,” agrees Paul A.
Gitman , MD, vice president of clinical care and
resource management at Long Island (NY) Jewish
Medical Center. “You get the feeling that they are
going to turn in everyone who is involved in a case.
That doesn’t make for an environment that is open
and conducive to cooperation.” 

The American Medical Association in Chicago
also has criticized the rule change, arguing in a
prepared statement that it is “ill-advised, raises
serious due process questions and places an
unfair burden on physicians and other practitioners
who are not parties to an action or claim.” The
AMA also argues that the rule change would force
physicians to spend more time challenging false or
questionable reports filed with the NPDB.

Another concern is that the rule change could
make physicians and other health care entities less
willing to settle malpractice claims out of court,
thus driving up the cost of litigation, Gitman says.

Gitman, who reviews all agreements and settle-
ments made at Long Island Jewish, says the rule
change largely addresses a problem that doesn’t
exist, or at least is less significant than the govern-
ment thinks. “Most of the time, when a physician is
let out [of a suit], it’s because the physician either
wasn’t party to the mistake, or there wasn’t a mis-
take at all but it makes financial sense to settle a
case,” he says. “If it’s going to take at least
$75,000 to bring a case trial but you can settle it
for $25,000, many insurers are going to go ahead
and settle purely on a financial basis.” Under that
scenario, money-conscious insurers might be will-
ing to report innocent physicians to the data bank
— an action that could trigger a whole new round
of litigation.

The proposed rule change is expected to take
effect by fall. n
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carriers are usually receptive to repayment,
there is no guarantee that a full-blown audit — or
worst yet, a fraud and abuse investigation —
won’t be launched as a result of this voluntary
effort to do the right thing, points out nationally
known health care lawyer Alice Gosfield , JD,
president of Alice Gosfield & Associates in
Philadelphia. 

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) has a
Voluntary Disclosure Program office to which
these kinds of inappropriate payments are sup-
posed to be reported. However, the program
offers no assurance that providers who step for-
ward won’t be prosecuted. As a result, even the
OIG admits the program has been a bust. 

Instead of reporting overpayments they dis-
cover to the government, physicians have been
making deals with Medicare carriers and fiscal
intermediaries to refund the overpayments on
the condition they do not report the overpayment
to the government, says OIG spokesman Lewis
Morris. 

In response, OIG officials say they still plan to
revamp the voluntary disclosure program in an
effort to make it easier and more comfortable for
physicians to step forward. Even so, Gosfield
advises talking to a lawyer before voluntarily
coming forward to return any overpayments you
might have received. 

For overpayments that result from simple,
occasional errors, it is appropriate to just return
the check and note the mistake, she says.
However, if the overpayment is not an isolated
incident, a more organized approach to dealing
with the matter may be needed. 

Gosfield says physicians should make all of
the activities listed below a regular part of their
offices’ practices to help prevent and deal with
possible reimbursement problems: 

1. Identify questionable office procedures that
might expose the practice to investigation. 

2. Develop a compliance plan that minimizes
problems and helps solve those that do arise
immediately. 

3. Educate both physicians and office staff
responsible for billing about the latest reimburse-
ment policies. 

4. Develop accurate documentation aids, such

Overpayments
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as forms to be completed or lists of required ele-
ments for a visit. Monitor documentation com-
pared with claims submissions on an ongoing
basis as part of an early warning system. 

5. Make sure physicians are aware of the lat-
est billing changes from third-party payers. 

6. Examine contracts with billing companies to
ensure that the company stays informed about
developing rules and notifies its clients about
changes. 

Finally, Gosfield advises whenever you come
across a possible fraud and abuse problem, dis-
cuss it with your lawyer before doing anything.
The two of you can jointly determine if it would
be better to investigate the situation under the
shield of attorney-client privilege. n

Deadline approaches for
Y2K claims compliance

By April 5, all physician claims submitted to the
Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA)

must be fi led in the so-called Y2K format
(00/00/0000). Claims that aren’t submitted using
eight-digit data f ields wil l  be returned as
“unprocessable." Physician groups complain,
however, that the agency still hasn’t made it clear
exactly which forms are covered or which data
fields must be Y2K-compliant.

Karen Trudel , director of health care informa-
tion systems standards at the Englewood, CO-
based Medical Group Management Association,
provides the following clarification:

s The eight-digit data field requirement applies
both to paper and electronic claim submissions.

s While HCFA would prefer to have all data
fields be eight digits, it’s only requiring that three
fields be Y2K-compliant: patient’s date of birth (#3
on the HCFA 1500 form); insured’s date of birth
(#11A on the HCFA 1500 form); and other
insured’s date of birth (#9B on the HCFA 1500
form).

You still can receive an exemption from your
Medicare carrier if you can establish that you
have a valid reason for not yet complying with the
change. One example given by HCFA is the fact
that a practice is still in the process of testing a
provider billing system for Y2K compliance. n
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Compliance plan

determine critical elements of the plan and review
the completed plan before implementation.

Key elements of a compliance plan should
include:

ss Policy statement.
The policy statement will include the practice’s

code of conduct. This may include the AMA code
or a similar professional creed.

An example could be: “We conduct our business
in a manner that meets our high standards for qual-
ity patient care, as well as our legal obligations as
a health care provider for patients enrolled in
health care insurance plans.”

ss Purpose.
The purpose of the compliance plan should be

clearly stated. The purpose is to comply with
both the letter and the spirit of government con-
tracting laws and regulations, and with practice
policies.

ss Definitions and oversight responsibility.
A named individual should be assigned

accountability for the compliance plan. This may
be a physician in a small practice, or a clinic
administrator or medical director in a large one.
The compliance officer must be a high-level
employee with integrity. This person will forward
suspected violations directly to the practice
attorney. Larger organizations may have an
oversight committee.

ss Implementation schedule and scope of
plan.

This section details when and how the plan will
be introduced and who in the practice will be
affected by it.

ss Compliance procedures and steps for
reporting violations.

This is where you will document areas of risk
exposure and the policies you have in place to
avoid these risks.

A statement concerning prohibition of alteration
or destruction of documents should be included
here, with instructions for how to appropriately
alter clinical information recorded in error.

The organization’s chain of command should
be described, along with a complete step-by-step
procedure outlining what happens when a viola-
tion of Medicare/Medicaid law is discovered in

the organization. Investigative procedures for
potential violations should be led by the practice
attorney in order to provide the legal protection of
the attorney-client privilege. You also may hire
outside consultants or accountants through the
attorney, which would extend this privilege to
them as well.

Describe exactly what an employee should do
when the violation is suspected. A telephone hot-
line or a letter in a drop box may be used. All alle-
gations should remain confidential.

ss Consistent enforcement throughout the
organization.

Every employee of the organization is subject
to the same rules and the same penalties for non-
compliance as defined in the plan.

ss Training programs outlined.
A key feature concerning training includes

documentation of distribution of the plan, and of
education provided to practice employees con-
cerning policies and procedures. This may be
accomplished by having each employee sign off
as receiving the training with the date that it was
provided. This establishes proof that an attempt
was made to educate staff about ethical busi-
ness practices.

All employees involved with coding and billing
of services to third-party payers must be includ-
ed. It is important not to delegate discretionary
authority to any individual whom you know or
should know to have a propensity to engage in
illegal activities. The training program should
clearly communicate what the rules are and why
the rules must be followed.

ss Monitoring and evaluation systems.
After implementation of a program, an organi-

zation must monitor its performance through
audits or other evaluation and compliance activi-
ties. Large organizations may have a position
called “compliance auditor,” who would conduct
medical record review with bill comparisons to
ensure correct coding and that billing practices
are followed.

ss Penalties for violation of compliance
plan.

Clear consequences should be outlined for
infractions of the rules. The organization can
provide evidence that the infraction was not con-
doned by physicians or owners who have ulti-
mate accountability. n


